Eliana Gilad
VIRTUAL Keynotes
Resiliency, Feminine Leadership
& Wellness Speaker

Recently nominated for L.A. Mayor Garcetti’s Small Business Award for Innovation,
Eliana has motivated over 150,000 people at seminars, conferences, hospitals and
trainings around the globe both live and virtually.
Eliana has shared the stage with Bobby McFerrin, Deepak Chopra, Marianne
Williamson, Michael Beckwith, Neale Donald Walsch, Sharon Stone, and many more.
Her ground-breaking medical research project has been featured in the worldwide press
from CBS, BBC, to the Hindustan Times.
With the success that Eliana has had, she also leads her own sold out Healing Immersion
Retreats for professional women as part of her Ancient Wisdom and Healing Music Institute:
Voices of Eden.
With a biblical drum in hand, silence permeating the air… an ethereal sound emerges off the drum head.
Listeners are transported to deep focused calm and receptivity.

Eliana’s Speaking Topics
▶

▶

▶

From Crisis to Calm - Connection and Collaboration:
Uncertainty fuels anxiety. Discover how connection
and collaboration helps remote workers to focus and
be effective working amidst uncertainty.
Music Medicine - Practical Power: Experience
mindful wordless use of music that reduces stress,
increases focus, builds resiliency and increases
morale.
Trust Your SIlent Voice Tap into the creative power
of sound and its ability to delete distraction, increase
focus, and improve productivity.

Book Eliana for your next event
elianag@voicesofeden.com | 1-310-9513947| voicesofeden.com

Beneﬁts of Working with Eliana

Tangible Outcomes:
●
●
●
●

Increased Productivity
Lowered Health Care Costs
Improved Proﬁts
Improved Collaboration

Intangible Outcomes:
●
●
●
●

Increased Retention
Improved Leadership
Improved Motivation
Increased Innovation

Music Keynote Format: 45-90 Mins - Live Original Music to Reinforce Concepts: Wordless
singing & percussion medically proven to reduce stress and increase focus and inner calm.

Testimonials
"Eliana Gilad is like an ancient priestess, bestowing enchantment and alchemy through rhythm and sound. She takes you
to a very deep place and then lifts you to a beautiful high." -- Marianne Williamson, NY Times Best Selling Author
“Eliana communicates the richness and of her subject: Your Voice - Let It Be Heard to an interdisciplinary audience, and I
ﬁnd that her idea strikes at the heart of TED’s mission: you’ve got an idea worth spreading.”
--Kat Haber, Organizer, TEDxVail Women
“This is one of the most important presentations we have experienced here: so important for the UN and others around
the world. Thank you Eliana and every member of Voices of Eden for making such a big difference.”
--L. Arellano, United Nations, UNSRC President

CUSTOM WELLNESS MUSIC FOR COMPANIES
Eliana composes original custom music for companies.
Can be performed LIVE at your event.
Fee: $10,0000 unlimited license (separate from Keynote)
elianag@voicesofeden.com | Media: 310-951-3947 | voicesofeden.com

